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Abstract 
 
A hoard of some 22,500 Roman coins was unearthed in a field in Nether Compton 
parish in Dorset by a member of the Yeovil Metal Detector Club in 1989. It was not 
treasure trove under the rules then current. It remained in Dorset County Museum, 
Dorchester, without the resources to study it for a number of years before it was 
retrieved, broken up and sold, so it was never fully analysed. There was no indication 
of archaeological remains in the field where it was found, although there were 
unsubstantiated rumours of there being a Roman villa in the field to the west. A 
geophysical survey was instigated by a village resident and carried out by the Bath 
and Camerton Archaeological Society between 2009 and 2011, and this indicated 
significant Roman and possible pre-Roman activity in these two fields. An interim 
report was circulated in 2009, now superceded by this report. 
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1 Introductory 
 

1.1 Location 
 
Nether Compton is in the north of Dorset, midway between Yeovil and Sherborne. 
The site surveyed consisted of two fields to the east of the village. The fields are 
either side of Kitton Lane, a rough metalled track which branches off the lane from 
the village through Stallen to the A30. Kitton Lane rises up a narrow ridge, first 
through a deep hollow way, before emerging at field level at ST602172. It continues 
up the narrow ridge, though with a number of sharp bends, to a high plateau which 
holds the large but unexplored Roman settlement of Charlock, or Chorlock, Hill 
(Fowler, 1951, Leech, 1976, 143). The plateau is at about 130 to 145 m above 
ordnance datum, the point given by the grid reference is at 80 m. Kitton Lane starts at 
65 m. A location map is given in figure 1.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1. Location of 
Nether Compton, midway 
between Yeovil and 
Sherborne. 

 
 
 
To the east of the ridge is a deep narrow re-entrant. To the west, the ground falls 
steeply to lowlands, except in the area of survey, where the west field is on a 
promontory jutting out towards the village. This is visible in figure 1.2, which 
indicates steep slopes, and thereby shows valley and promontory. 

Yeovil 
Sherborne 

Nether 
Compton 
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Figure 1.2. Hatchures 
indicate the steep 
gradients, for the 
promontory to the 
west and the narrow 
coombe to the east. 
Kitton Lane is shown 
as a pecked line. 
 

The west field commands wide views to the west, towards Yeovil, Pen Mill and the 
recently discovered Romano-British site at Lyde Road (Budd, 2010), and to the 
northwest, towards Glastonbury. The view to the north and beyond is restricted by the 
plateau, as illustrated in figure 1.3. The Roman fort discovered by English Heritage in 
Bradford Abbas to the south in 2010 is hidden by hills. The east field is more 
sequestered and looks just into the narrow re-entrant, as shown in figure 1.4. The coin 
hoard was found in this east field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3. View from West Field, west towards the Lyde Road site, north-west 
towards Glastonbury. To the north, the rise of the hill restricts the view. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.4. The east field, indicated 
by the arrow, sits in a more 
isolated landscape. 
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Nether Compton is considered to be part of the outer estate centred on Lanprobus, 
before it became Sherborne (Keen, 1984). 
 
A photograph of part of the Tithe map (1839) is shown in figure 1.5. The field 
referred to in this study as ‘west’ was called Higher Kitton. The field referred to here 
as ‘east’ is an amalgamation of several smaller fields. These will be discussed in more 
detail later in the report. 
 
Geologically, the site sits in the Jurassic belt, where Middle and Upper Lias give way 
to the Inferior Oolite series, Yeovil Sands below and Cornbrash on the high ground. 
Local building stone is plentiful and attractive. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.5. Extract from the 1840 tithe map, showing Kitton Lane, centre, heading 
north, with the west field indicated as Higher Kitton, and the east field sub-divided, 
with an orchard amongst the arable fields. Courtesy of Dorset History Centre. 
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1.2 Background 
 
Mike Pittard of the Yeovil Metal Detector Club unearthed a large pot which contained 
thousands of Roman coins in the east field belonging to Mr Foot in 1989. This was 
announced archaeologically in a single paragraph in the proceedings of the DNHAS 
(Keen, 1989). The coins ended up in Dorset County Museum in Dorchester, but it did 
not have the resources to sort and analyse such a hoard. After a number of years, it 
was withdrawn by finder and landowner and sold. This caused some outcry, but it was 
not treasure trove under rules then current. Much information was lost, but that 
retained will be discussed in the following chapter. 
 
The finders did not observe any other material in their diggings which would suggest 
proximity to any Roman site, although there has been talk of a Roman villa on the 
‘other side of the lane’, that is the West Field (forumancientcoins, N.D.). The Dorset 
Historic Environment Record (HER) shows the find sites of the hoard and a Roman 
bronze earring in the same field, but no buildings nearby (DCC, 2008). 
 
Elizabeth Adam has been resident in Nether Compton since 1990, shortly after the 
find, and was puzzled by the lack of information about it. The survey reported here 
was undertaken by me at her instigation to try to add some context to the hoard. 
 

1.3 Dates 
 
The west field was subject to magnetometer survey in September 2009. In October 
2009, a portion of the east field was surveyed. Limited twin-probe resistance survey 
was tried in both fields in October 2009, but revealed little. An attempt to use ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) in spring 2010 also yielded inconclusive results. Continuing 
the magnetometer survey had to wait until June 2011, when agricultural conditions 
next allowed. Two days spent then were not sufficient to complete the field, but the 
extra data was sufficient to provide an understanding of the context. 
 

1.4 Scope of Report 
 
The document will give a brief description of what is known of the coins. It will then 
present the archaeological geophysics methods and results, and then discuss the 
findings in a wider archaeological context. 
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2 The Coins 
 
I am grateful to numismatist Lee Toone for informing me, both in published 
document (Toone, 2009) and in personal communication, of what limited information 
is available from this coin hoard. Some extra detail of the story has also been gleaned 
from other sources (Selkirk, 1997, appendix B), (forumancientcoins, ND). I am also 
grateful to Dorset County Museum for providing an additional coin list and allowing 
me to photograph the pot which contained the hoard, which is shown in figure 2.1. 
The pot is about 300 mm in diameter, and is considered to be typical fourth century 
coarse greyware (Woodward and Ashford in Toone, 2009). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.1. The pot in which 22,670 coins were found. 10 cm scale visible in right 
hand picture. Photographs courtesy of Dorset County Museum. 
 
The story of the hoard subsequent to its discovery is, unfortunately, one that brings 
little credit to any party. The finder did have permission to detect on the land and he 
did report the find. The hoard was not declared treasure trove as it did not meet the 
criteria then current, although it would be under current legislation. A very brief 
report of the discovery appeared in the proceedings of the Dorset Natural History and 
Archaeological Society (DNHAS) (Keen, 1989). 
 
After the coroner’s enquiry, the hoard was taken to Dorset County Museum, but this 
did not have the resources to sort and analyse over 22,000 coins. Some very limited 
analysis was done, and then the collection was left, uncared for, in poor storage. Some 
years later, it was retrieved with difficulty by the finder and sold to a dealer so that 
finder and landowner could gain their monetary recompense from the find. There 
were acrimonious exchanges between the museum and dealer, each having 
unreasonable expectations of the others’ resources, and the dealer sold off the 
collection in portions, mainly overseas. 
 
There were 22,670 coins immediately recoverable and a further 33 cemented to the 
fabric of a smaller pot, which were analysed later by David Ashford of Dorset County 
Museum, making a total of 22,703. These are estimated to consist of approximately 
600 coins issued prior to AD 330, and the remainder dated to between 330 and 340, 
issues of Constantine the First and his family. Of this remainder, 1000 to 2000 were 
of the ’URBS ROMA’ and CONSTANTINOPOLIS commemorative series and the 
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rest of common issue. It is distinct from other comparable hoards in not having coins 
of the ‘TWO VICTORIES’ series, suggesting a deposition date of 339 – 340. 
 
Analysis of a small number of coins cemented to the sides of a smaller pot by David 
Ashford of Dorset County Museum revealed a similar date range amongst those coins 
still legible. 
 
This in itself is useful as it gives a very tight chronology for the deposition of the 
coins if that could be linked in firmly to any context. 
 
Toone comments on the large number of irregular, underweight and blank coins in the 
hoard. This may have given an extra dimension to any detailed analysis had the 
opportunity arisen. There are reports that the Lyde Road Site nearby in Yeovil 
produced Roman coin stamps, but these were of an earlier date, third century, and that 
site seems to have been in decline by 340 (Budd, 2010). 
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3 Geophysical Method 
 
In order to perform the survey, each field was sub-divided into 20 m grid squares 
using 100 m tapes, and application of Pythagoras’ theorem to generate right angles. 
The grid in the west field was aligned parallel to a portion of the northern fence; that 
in the east field along a straight portion of its western hedgeline. Details for 
reconstruction are given in appendix A.  
 
The national grid references of each grid corner post were recorded using a Garmin 
hand-held GPS device, but this was only accurate to 5 m, and so values cannot be 
used for reconstruction. Heights above Ordnance Datum were also recorded, but these 
were of dubious accuracy. 
 
The principal method of survey was magnetometry, and the instrument used was a 
Bartington 601-2 twin fluxgate gradiometer, as illustrated in figure 3.1. This detects 
minute changes in the Earth’s magnetic field caused by magnetic anomalies in the 
ground, such as hearths, or pits and ditches filled with soil and waste. As it is highly 
sensitive, it cannot be used near iron objects such as cars, or near iron fences, and the 
operator has to be magnetically clean to use it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Magnetometer in use, a 
Bartington twin fluxgate gradiometer. 
 

 
Within each grid square, the survey started at the southwest corner heading north, 
taking four readings per metre on lines 1 m apart, giving 1600 data points per 20 m 
grid square. Lines were done two at a time, as this was a dual instrument, and 
traverses were alternately north and south. 
 
At the end of a session, the grid data were downloaded to a laptop computer using 
Bartington communication software, which automatically sorted data to the required 
sequence, and fed via bacas proprietary smoothing software to INSITE software for 
mapping the results. 
 
Some grids were also surveyed electrically using twin-probe ground resistance, using 
a TR/CIA device illustrated in figure 3.2. This device detects buried stone, so is good 
for finding walls and buildings.  This is a much slower method than magnetometry, 
and in this instance provided little extra detail, other than showing where bedrock 
came near the surface. The results will be covered in appendix A, but not discussed 
further here. 
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Figure 3.2. Twin probe resistance 
measurement with the TR/CIA meter. 
 

 
The portion of the west field of greatest interest was also surveyed by ground-
penetrating radar (GPR), a MALA X3M, operating at 250 MHz (figure 3.3). An area 
40 m square was surveyed but no coherent pattern was obtained at any depth. See 
appendix A for further details. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3. MALA X3M ground-penetrating 
radar with 250 MHz head. 
 

The west field was surveyed in September 2009. At the time it was under long grass, 
higher than ankle deep, which made it difficult to see markers and tiring to walk. 
Apart from the periphery near iron fences, overgrown areas by the east hedge and the 
very steep slopes at the west end, the survey was completed in two days. The field 
was ploughed a little later. Casual inspection of the surface produced some pottery. 
This included modern items, but there was a little Roman material. 
 
The east field was subjected to survey in October 2009. The field had been harvested, 
ploughed and harrowed to a smooth surface and was very good for surveying as 
conditions were dry, but only one day could be used before drilling of the next crop. 
About a quarter of the field was surveyed, including the area of the coin hoard find, 
and good deal of information was gleaned. There were no surface finds or signs of 
archaeology despite the clean, visible surface. 
 
Because of the agricultural use of the field, it was not possible to return until June 
2011, by which time the field was under long grass. Approximately the same area 
again was surveyed, including the southern end of the field. Time did not allow 
survey of the full field. East-west lines of earthworks were visible in some lights 
running from Kitton Lane down into the valley. These corresponded to lines on the 
magnetometry and field boundaries on the Tithe map. Further earthwork lines were 
also visible at the north end of the field, beyond the reach of the survey, and where no 
lines were visible on the Tithe map. 
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4 Survey Results 
 
Magnetometer survey of the whole area is shown in figure 4.1, overlaid on aerial 
photography to show its relationship to the land. Kitton Lane creates a gash through 
the middle, effectively separating the two fields into separate survey regimes with no 
opportunity to link up the surveys. The west field is on a steep promontory, while the 
east field dips from the ridge that Kitton Lane follows down into the bottom of the 
valley. Both fields also slope away to the south. 

 
Figure 4.1. Magnetometry of east and west fields overlaid on aerial photograph to 
show their context. Courtesy of Google Earth. 
 
The west field is shown separately in figure 4.2. Crossing the field from north to south 
is a broad, relatively strong line (1), probably a ditch, and it may have had an 
associated bank, now gone. This line does not appear on the Tithe map, so may be 
ancient, and may represent a cross dyke. A field boundary on the Tithe map is further 
west than this. Certainly, it cuts off the promontory from access to the routeway up 
the ridge, now Kitton Lane. To the west of this are various features (2), which do not 
form a coherent pattern, but which do suggest occupation of some sort. There is a 
strong possibility that these represent a small prehistoric promontory fort. At the north 
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end of the ditch, on its east side, is a small rectangular subdivided feature (3), which 
may relate to the crossdyke, or to later features. The place overlooks the recently 
discovered major Romano-British site at Lyde Road, Yeovil, a few km away on the 
other side of the Ivel valley. 
 
 
 
Immediately beyond the ditch, on its eastern side is a series of strong lines forming 
straight, trapezoidal or rectangular features (4). This almost certainly represents some 
form of Roman activity, probably a farmstead or industrial compound. It is curious 
that neither resistance nor radar picked up any signs of stone footings, and the 
magnetometry does not show any pattern relevant to building robber trenches. 
However, detail in the plot suggests high levels of activity within the area. Radial 
features on its northwest edge (5) look like flues of some kind of kiln or corn drier. 
The compound lies on the south-facing slope, with its top just reaching the crest of the 
hill, where it would become exposed to the north, but commands a wide view. 
 
The east field is shown in figure 4.3. The site of the coin hoard find is shown by a ‘pot 
of gold’ symbol in figure 4.4. The symbol covers an area of the plot roughly equal to 
the uncertainty in its find position. The grid reference on the Dorset HER is only to 
eight figures, the nearest 10 m in either direction. Although the grids were measured 
in to ten figures, the nearest 1 m in either direction, there is an uncertainty of 5 m, 
given the accuracy of the hand-held GPS. This gives an RMS uncertainty of 11 m in 
either direction. The location will be discussed further in paragraphs following. 
 
Figure 4.2. Magnetometry plot of west field, annotated with numbered features from 
the paragraph above. 
 
In figure 4.3, field boundaries can be seen running west-east down into the coombe 
bottom (6). These appear on the tithe map, and some are still visible on the 1947 
vertical aerial photographs (Dorset Explorer, 1947). These subdivide east field, and 
field names can be taken from the tithe map, starting from the south: the two 
southernmost fields were already amalgamated into ‘Lower Kitton’; The next, where 
the hoard was found, was an orchard; the field north of it was ‘Little Kitton’. North of 
that, now without a demarcated boundary visible in magnetometry, was ‘Almshouse 
Kitton’. The rest of the field, ‘Coombe’ was pasture, but Lower, Little and Almshouse 
Kittons were arable. Almshouse Kitton does not show signs of ploughing in the 
geophysics, whereas Lower and Little Kittons do. Little Kitton was ploughed east-
west on the tithe map (that is up and down the slope) and Lower Kitton was ploughed 
north-south, up the long, gentle slope. These directions are born out by the 
geophysics. 
 
The orchard fortunately shows no tree throws, and gives a clear background for the 
geophysics, which is the most interesting in this area. The hoard was found amongst a 
horseshoe shape of pits (7). It may possibly have been in one. It is assumed that the 
metal detectorists scanned the area around the hoard and located no other metal 
features. The pit setting is just east of a rectangle with round sides some 25 m by 40 m 
(8). This appears to have internal features and rounded corners. A rectangle with 
rounded corners is sometimes referred to as a ‘playing card shape’ and is very 
reminiscent of Roman military camps. It is truncated by the field edge. 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
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Figure 4.3. Magnetometry plot of 
east field, annotated with 
numbered features from the 
paragraphs above and below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the north end of the surveyed area, some 100 m distant, is a second ‘playing card 
shape’ (9). This is truncated to the north and west but is at least 70 m by 30 m, much 
larger than (8) and aligned with it, although this alignment is the crest of the ridge. 
There are no obvious internal features. A strong line running through it (10) is more 
likely to represent an earlier field edge or roadway. A faint line (11) runs under the 
east side of (9) and continues on down the hill. The resistance plot in this area shows a 
pair of parallel ditches, possibly being the course of a roadway up the ridge. 
 
The strong signal at the south of the field (12) is buried iron, probably a lost tractor 
part. Just west of it, some amorphous response and a dip in the field are probably the 
site of a former quarry. 
 
 
 
 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
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Figure 4.4. Magnetometry of east and west fields, also showing site of coin hoard find 
with ‘pot of gold’ symbol. 
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5 Discussion 
 
Although the two fields were surveyed as part of a single project, both their 
geography and archaeology were so different that they need to be considered singly 
rather than jointly. 
 
The west field will be considered first. This field was under grass throughout the 
project, although it is ploughed from time to time. There were no surface indications 
of archaeology, although there is local report of there being a ‘Roman villa’ in the 
field. No site is shown on official Dorset records, and casual collection of finds 
following a recent ploughing yielded a few Roman shards amongst later pottery. 
 
The most noticeable feature of the west field is how it forms a promontory, even off 
the narrow ridge which is its approach, and how it has extensive views. The view to 
the south is restricted by nearby hills, but to the west, the view opens up over the Ivel 
Valley, which is the county boundary (Barker, 2010) and the extensive site at Lyde 
Road, Yeovil (Budd, 2010). Further round to the north, the view extends over south 
Somerset, to Glastonbury Tor, but east of north, the view is cut off by the immediate 
high ground. This includes the nearby South Cadbury hillfort. 
 
Note that these views are only visible from the northern edge of the field. To the north 
and west, the ground slopes very steeply away, whereas the southern side of the field 
has a more gentle, south-facing slope which is more workable. 
 
Given the nature of the ground, it would not be surprising if it had been used as a 
small promontory fort in pre-Roman times, and the magnetometer results seem to 
show a cross dyke cutting off the western end of the hill. There is a lot of activity 
within this cut-off area, but it does not form a coherent pattern. The Tithe map shows 
only a single field here, with no subdivision, although there is faint local memory of 
some form of bank. A feature at the northern end of the cross-dyke appears to form a 
number of small rectilinear compartments, which could be later in date. 
 
Immediately to the east of the cross dyke, between it and the ridge, the survey shows a 
large regular-sided complex, almost certainly of Roman date, occupying the south 
slope but extending to the northern ridge, and blocking access to the dyke and area 
beyond. There is much activity within this compound, but no obvious signs of 
footings or footing trenches. Neither resistance nor radar was able to locate any signs 
of masonry. In the north-west part of this complex, lines radiate over a semicircle, in a 
pattern reminiscent of a large corn drier (Morris, 1979, p 176). The site would qualify 
as a ‘villa’ in broad definition, but there is no obvious sign of a grand house, only 
agricultural or industrial activity. 
 
The field is shown marked up in figure 5.1, colour coded as purple: pre-Roman; red: 
Roman. Additionally, the possible corn-drier is marked in brown. 
 
Kitton lane divides the two fields physically and also acts as major change in the 
landscape and archaeology. In the east field, the ground is flat awhile before slopes 
quite steeply down to the east into a narrow coombe bottom. There is also a gentle 
sloping to the south. To the north, the view is terminated abruptly by the high ground 
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at the head of the coombe. This is a much more sequestered landscape than that of the 
west field. The coin hoard was found in this field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Chronological interpretation of west field, compared to plain geophysics. 
Red is Roman (Brown is the possible corn drier). Purple is pre-Roman. 
 
When the field was surveyed in 2009, it was freshly ploughed and harrowed, and the 
survey was terminated by drilling of the crop. By the time of the 2011 survey, the 
crop had been harvested, the field had been re-sown to grass and the grass was well-
established. The cross ridges which sub-divided the field into the smaller units visible 
on the Tithe map were visible in both cases, and appeared to extend further to the 
north, although that was further than the survey could go in the time available. 
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The general layout of the fields locally, north-west to south-east, would be compatible 
with Roman origin (Davey, 2005), but these east-west boundaries look more of a 
mediaeval imposition on that layout. 
 
These east-west field boundaries are the strongest features on the geophysical survey 
of this field, but there are others of greater significance. Two parallel lines, quite faint, 
heading down from the north edge of the survey, may represent a roadway, an earlier 
version of Kitton Lane before it adopted its more zig-zag course. These lines appear 
to cross a large rectilinear enclosure with rounded edges, the traditional ‘playing card’ 
shape of a Roman military camp. Only half the enclosure is visible, with north and 
west sides lying beyond the survey. This would have to be thin compared to its length 
to fit on the ridge. 
 
A little to the south is another ‘playing card’ enclosure of more normal shape, 
although much smaller. It disappears off the western edge of the survey too, into 
Kitton Lane. It does not appear to join up with the Roman features in the west field, 
but the discontinuity that Kitton Lane causes may hide a connection between them. 
There is activity visible within the enclosure. These two enclosures block off the 
ridge, cutting off access from the valley to the known but unexcavated Roman-British 
settlement at Charlock Hill, up on the hilltop. 
 
Below the smaller enclosure to the east, a set of large pits, possibly post holes, form a 
horseshoe shape. The coin hoard was found amongst these, although there is an 
uncertainty of about eleven metres in its exact location on the survey. 
 
The features in this field are shown marked in figure 5.2, colour coded: red; Roman; 
mauve: mediaeval. Additionally, the approximate location of the coin hoard is shown 
in gold. 
 
Roman military enclosures are generally associated with the first century AD, but 
there is no direct dating evidence for these two, and the recent discovery of a large 
Roman military enclosure at Bradford Abbas, a couple of miles to the south (Winton, 
2010), adds to the interest. However, the coin hoard is linked very firmly to the early 
fourth century AD. 
 
The relationship of the coin hoard to the Roman features in this field cannot be 
elucidated further by geophysics. It can however definitely be said that this was not an 
isolated find spot, as was the case with the Frome hoard (Moorhead, 2010). That 
hoard was slightly earlier in date. 
 
Perhaps it has more association with the Roman activity in the west field, and those in 
the east were but vestigial. It would require test pitting at least, if not excavation to 
provide any chronology and take the story further. This would be beneficial as it 
would allow the tight chronology of the coin hoard deposit to be linked fully to the 
features discovered by geophysics, and this to be put in a much wider context of local 
Roman and pre-Roman archaeology. 
 
Any further geophysical investigation would best be used to bring more light to the 
Bradford Abbas Roman camp and the Charlock Hill settlement to complement our 
knowledge of this Nether Compton site. 
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Figure 5.2. Chronological interpretation of east field, compared to plain geophysics. 
Red is Roman. Mauve is mediaeval. Coin hoard site is marked in gold. 
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Appendix A. Reconstruction data for the survey 
 

A1 West field grid 
 
The grid was set up from reference points which were either end of a straight log and 
wire mesh fence which runs part way along the northern edge of the field. This is 
shown in figure A1. 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A1. Western and eastern ends of wire fence. Arrowed posts are the base points 
for the west field grid. 
 
Two grid points 40 m apart were set up from here: 
Grid point 1 (east)  27.50 m from eastern end 
    55.45 m from western end 
Grid point 2 (west)  54.80 m from eastern end 
    22.85 m from western end 
 

A2 West field magnetometry 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A2. West 
field pattern for 
magnetometry. 
Arrows indicate 
starting point and 
direction 
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Figure A2 shows the pattern in which the magnetometer grids were surveyed. These 
were all done with a Bartington 601-2 twin fluxgate gradiometer, traverses 1 m apart, 
4 readings per metre on traverses, giving 1600 readings per 20 m grid square. Grids 
were started in the south-west corner, heading north. The grids were covered as per 
figure 5.8c, p 115 of Oswin, 2009, starting 1 mark in and finishing on the end line. 
Although a zig-zag pattern was walked, the data were automatically sorted to parallel 
configuration by the Bartington downloader. 
 
Figure A3 shows the magnetometer data with grid information superimposed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A3. 
Magnetometry grid 
pattern overlaid on 
results. Box 
indicates area of 
radar survey. 

 
 
 
 
 

A3 Radar – west field only 
 
A 40 m square was surveyed by radar, MALA X3M, using a 250 MHz antenna. The 
results were analysed in REFLEXW. The square subject to survey is indicated as an 
overlay on figure A3. 
 

A4 West field, twin probe resistance 
 
Nine grids only were surveyed by twin-probe resistance, in the north-east corner of 
the field, in the hope of finding stone structures where the magnetometer had been 
busy. No signs were found. These were surveyed at 2 readings per metre along 
traverses 1 m apart, giving 800 readings per 20 m square. Grids were started in the 
south-west corner, heading north, as was the case for the magnetometer. A zig-zag 
pattern was walked, but the TR/CIA meter automatically sorted the data to parallel. 
 
Figure A4 shows an overlay of the resistance survey area on the magnetometer 
pattern, figure A5 shows the order in which the grids were surveyed and figure A6 
shows the survey plot. 
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Figure A4. Overlay of 
resistance survey on 
magnetometer survey, west 
field. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure A5. Grid pattern 
and order for resistance 
survey in west field. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A6. Resistance plot for west field. 
 
 

A5 East field grid 
 
There was no good intervisibility between the two field grids, so that in the east field 
is independent of that in the west field. It was started towards the south end, on the 
western edge of the field, with grid points along field edge until it curved in 
eastwards. 
 
There are two entrances into this field from Kitton Lane: A small steep entrance is 
almost opposite the gate into the west field; about 50 m further up the lane is an 
angled entrance into the field. An ivy-covered stump in the bushes immediately north 
of the upper entrance was taken as a datum point. The base of an ash tree with 
hanging dead branches midway between the entrances was taken as the second datum 
point. These are shown in figure A7. 
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Figure A7. Grid points in eastern field. Left: northern point (arrowed) next to ivy-
covered stump just north of north entrance. Right: southern point (arrowed) at base of 
ash tree with dead hanging between north and south entrances. 
 
Two grid points 40 m apart on an east-west line were measured in from these data. 
These two points were roughly in a line with the southern entrance, but that is not 
exact. Grid point 2 is close to the eastern edge of the field, south of the ash tree. 
 
Grid point 1 (east)  60.50 m from stump 
    51.10 m from ash tree 
Grid point 2 (west)  49.80 m from stump 
    28.80 m from ash tree 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A8. East field magnetometry grid showing 
order of the survey. The arrows indicate the 
starting point and initial direction for each grid. 
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A6 East field magnetometry 
 
 
Figure A8 shows the order in which the grids were done. The same protocol was used 
for this field as for the west field, with 1600 readings per 20 m square, starting in the 
south-west corner of each, heading north. 
 
Figure A9 shows the magnetometer plot with the gridding superimposed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A9. East field grids superimposed 
on magnetometry results. 
 
 
 

A7 East field resistance 
 
Again, a limited number only of resistance grids were done. They added little to the 
picture other than possible lines of parallel ditches indicating a routeway. Curiously, 
there is a rectangular small stone object within this roadway, suggesting a different 
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date of use. The routeway may be part of a Roman route up the ridge, before the 
present zig-zag route of Kitton Lane was fixed. 
 
Figure A10 shows the resistance area superimposed on the magnetometer plot. Figure 
A11 shows the order in which the grids were surveyed, and figure A12 shows the 
output of the survey. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A10. Resistance plot overlaid on magnetometer 
plot for east field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure A11. Left: Grid pattern for 
resistance survey. East field. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A12. Right: Resistance survey 
output for eastern field. 
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Appendix B Extract from ‘Who owns the past?’ 
 
‘Who owns the past?’ is a paper written by Andrew Selkirk, Editor-in-Chief of 
Current Archaeology, some years ago and published on his website and others’. The 
published pdf version contains the following, extracted from Chapter 4, ‘Treasure 
Trove’: 
 
      3. One presumes that by 'objects' the British Museum means coins. To the  
      ordinary archaeologist, finds are a huge range of objects, and this  
      statement becomes totally untrue: the vast majority of finds are made on  
      excavations, and are recorded to the nearest centimetre. 
      Most hoards of bronze coins are recorded, to a greater or lesser extent.  
      The British Museum itself sees a large number, even though they are not  
      Treasure Trove. More are seen by other museums in the rest of the country  
      and are properly recorded. Others again are recorded by dealers to varying  
      standards. Yet more are recorded by the finders and the records are known  
      within the metal-detecting fraternity, and often to local museums. Many  
      others are semi-recorded: in a letter to persuade me, Roger Bland writes  
      of a recent hoard of 22,500 bronze coins of the late fourth century AD  
      found at Nether Compton but sold to a dealer before any record could be  
      made. But from an archaeological point of view, we already have some very  
      valuable information we know where the hoard was found, its date, and how  
      many coins it contained! * 
 
The version he published less formally on his own website has the following 
addendum: 
 
      * There is an interesting addendum to the saga of the Nether Compton  
      hoard. In September 2005, I received an email from John Cummings, as  
      follows:  
      I thought you may be interested in what really happened with the Nether  
      Compton hoard. I purchased the hoard from the finder and the landowner  
      jointly. The hoard was available for sale after being retrieved from  
      Dorset County Museum. The finder, a Mike Pittard, acted absolutely  
      correctly when he found the hoard and handed it in to the authorities. It  
      was declared not to be treasure trove with instructions to return the  
      coins to the finder. Both the finder and the landowner agreed that the  
      coins should be left at the County Museum to allow the hoard to be  
      recorded. Some 12 months later, the finder contacted the museum to ask  
      when he could collect his coins Apparently he was spoken to very abruptly  
      and told that he had already received the hoard back. It took very strong  
      communication from the finder, now under serious suspicion of theft from  
      the landowner, to convince the museum that he had not in fact received the  
      hoard. After a prolonged search, the hoard was found in a cardboard box in  
      a cleaner's cupboard at the museum along with the cleaning utensils. The  
      boxes in which the hoard was contained hoard had not been opened since it  
      has been received from the coroner's court.  
      Mr Pittard retrieved his coins. Since he was under an obligation to pay  
      the landowner half the value of the hoard, the hoard had to be sold and it  
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      was. Approximately a month after I purchased the hoard I received a letter  
      from Dorset County Museum stating that they had heard that I had purchased  
      the hoard and assumed that I was going to do the proper thing - record it  
      fully for them. I telephoned the curator and explained that I had  
      effectively tied up my entire working capital to buy the hoard and that it  
      was not possible either to delay selling the hoard, nor to spend several  
      months of work recording it. The conversation became rather terse on his  
      part along the lines of "irresponsible dealers, loss of archaeological  
      knowledge" etc etc. I pointed out that his museum had had the hoard for a  
      year in order to carry out exactly that function and had failed to do so  
      and asked him why. "We do not have the staff to carry out that kind of  
      work" was the verbatim reply. I suggested to him that if his department  
      were responsible people then they would surely each have been prepared to  
      contribute a couple of hours voluntary work a week to record such an  
      important find. I found it quite amusing that he could not seem to grasp  
      the idea of himself and his staff working without getting paid for it -  
      yet he continued to insist that if I was a responsible person who was  
      interested in the nation's heritage, I should devote three months of my  
      time working for them voluntarily to do the job they should have done.  
      All the above is verifiable with the finder Mike Pittard. 
      John Cummings Lodge Antiquities [j.cummings@btinternet.com] 
 
Note that this section puts only the viewpoint of the dealer. I am not aware that the 
museum had any knowledge of this text or any opportunity to reply to it.  
 
The text says the hoard was at the museum for twelve months, whereas a 
communication from the finder has suggested that the period was five years. 
 


